Presented in this paper, is a practical implementation of the use of the Wood-Boring Hamiltonian ͓Phys. Rev. B 18, 2701 ͑1978͔͒ in atomic and molecular ab initio core model potential calculations ͑AIMP͒, as a means to include spin-orbit relativistic effects, in addition to the mass-velocity and Darwin operators, which were already included in the spin-free version of the relativistic AIMP method. Calculations on the neutral and singly ionized atoms of the halogen elements and sixth-row p-elements Tl-Rn are presented, as well as on the one or two lowest lying states of the diatomic molecules HX, HX ϩ , ͑XϭF, Cl, Br, I, At͒ TlH, PbH, BiH, and PoH. The calculated spin-orbit splittings and bonding properties show a stable, good quality, of the size of what can be expected from an effective potential method.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that relativistic effects have to be included in order to undertake reliable theoretical studies on molecules or solids including heavy atoms, 1 and that a balance between accuracy and economy, which is necessary in order to be able to perform practical, massive relativistic ab initio calculations, has been attained by means of the use of effective core potential ͑ECP͒ methods.
2-4 All of the ECP methods incorporate the contributions of the major relativistic effects into the effective core potential, in an approximate manner. Some of them, the pseudopotential methods, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] rely on a pseudo-orbital transformation and handle valence orbitals without the internal nodes; other, so-called effective core potential methods 10 and model potential methods, [11] [12] [13] [14] use valence orbitals with internal nodes which are an approximation to the all-electron ones.
The recent availability of efficient Dirac-Hartree-Fock ͑DHF͒ codes and of four-component configuration interaction codes is leading to systematic fully relativistic allelectron calculations on molecules which provide a standard for monitoring the performance of relativistic ECP methods. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] In this respect, although a conclusion has been reached that several sets of spin-free pseudopotentials did not show a consistent quality going down the group IV of the Periodic Table, 20 it has recently been shown that the ab initio model potential method ͑AIMP͒ ͑Refs. 13 and 14͒ closely resembles the DHF results down a group of the Periodic Table. 23
One of the advantages of the relativistic ECP methods is their ability to include spin-orbit effects, very often simultaneously to correlation effects, at a reasonable cost, not too much larger than the corresponding nonrelativistic correlated calculations. Several methods have been proposed to take into account the spin-orbit interactions within the ECP methods. 24 -29 Some of them, related to the pseudopotential methods, have already been used for a number of years in molecular calculations.
2,3 However, calculations including spin-orbit effects within model potential methods are only limited to the one by Klobukowski, 30 in which the scaled Zr Ϫ3 spin-orbit operator proposed by Wadt 24 was used. In this paper it is presented the first practical implementation of the method firstly described in Ref. 29 for including spin-orbit effects in atomic and molecular calculations, by means of the use of the Wood-Boring Hamiltonian 31, 32 within the AIMP method. 33 The previous stage of the AIMP method, CG-AIMP, 13, 14 already included a model potential representation of the spin-free relativistic mass-velocity and Darwin operators as proposed by Cowan and Griffin, 32 both at the SCF and CI levels. Here, the spin-orbit effects are handled by means of a model potential representation of the one-electron spin-orbit operator of Wood and Boring, 31 which is included at the double-group CI level. 28 For brevity, the method will be called WB-AIMP. It is to be noted that this is a natural extension of the spin-free relativistic CG-AIMP method in order to include spin-orbit effects, since the Wood-Boring Hamiltonian 31 and the Cowan-Griffin one 32 differ, essentially, in the spin-orbit contribution. The potentiality of the Wood-Boring one-electron spin-orbit Hamiltonian, in which two-electron contributions are implicit, has been discussed; 31, 34, 35 its superiority over the explicit inclusion of two-electron contributions by means of the method of Blume and Watson 36 has been recently pointed out. 9͑c͒ Other theoretical frameworks handling relativistic effects, and, in particular, spin-orbit interactions, can be chosen as a basis for a relativistic AIMP approach by using the AIMP main idea of taking useful equations and substituting some target operators by representations of them, either local or nonlocal; in this respect, good results have been obtained using the no-pair Hamiltonian of Hess 37 and the mean-field approximation for generating a one-electron spin-orbit nopair operator. 38 For this work, WB-AIMP spin-orbit operators for group VIIA elements F-At and for the sixth row main group elements Tl-Rn have been obtained, and the results of calculations in atoms and in the low lying states of the diatomic molecules HX, HX ϩ , ͑XϭF, Cl, Br, I, At͒ TlH, PbH, BiH, and PoH ͑bond lengths, vibrational frequencies, dissociation energies, ionization potentials, and spin-orbit splittings͒ are presented. In this way, the performance of the method can be monitored both in a group and in a row of the Periodic Table. The comparison of the results with experiments reveals that the ability of the WB-AIMP method to represent spin-orbit effects at a reasonable cost is very satisfactory.
An outline of the method is presented in Sec. II, the results of atomic calculations in Sec. III, and the results of molecular calculations in Sec. IV. The conclusions appear in Sec. V.
II. METHOD
In this section, the basic equations of the method 13, 29 are summarized and the practical details of the implementation are shown. The details of the spin-free relativistic method CG-AIMP for molecules are presented in Sec. II B, and those of the spin-dependent method WB-AIMP are presented in Sec. II C. They are based, respectively, on the CowanGriffin and Wood-Boring equations for atoms; these are summarized in Sec. II A.
A. Wood-Boring and Cowan-Griffin equations for atoms
The radial function of the large component of the Dirac solution for one electron in a local, central potential V(r), G k , fulfills the equation ͑in Rydberg units͒
where kϭl for jϭlϪ1/2 and kϭϪ(lϩ1) for jϭlϩ1/2, and the mass-velocity, Darwin, and spin-orbit operators read
and
␣ being the fine-structure constant.
Neglecting the spin-orbit operator and converting the differential Darwin operator into a local potential, Cowan and Griffin 32 proposed the approximate equation,
where
Cowan and Griffin 32 proposed to add these V MV,nl and V DW,nl operators to the nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock operator, F NR , in atoms, leading to a set of coupled equations,
which can be solved self-consistently, using numerical procedures in which boundary conditions at the nucleus are imposed. In this case, V is the Hartree-Fock one-electron potential and a local approximation must be adopted for it in order to perform the derivatives leading to V MV and V DW ; the X␣ local approximation has been adopted here. It must be noted that, unlike Cowan and Griffin calculations, 32 this local exchange approximation is used here only for the purpose of generating V MV and V DW , not for the rest of the one-electron operator, where the nonlocal Hartree-Fock exchange is used.
After solving Eq. ͑5͒, the numerical orbitals can be used to generate the one-electron spin-orbit operators,
useful in Eq. ͑1͒, if the k-dependency of V SO,k is approximated by an l-dependency.
B. Spin-free CG-AIMP method for molecules
The spin-free Cowan-Griffin relativistic version of the AIMP method, which may be called CG-AIMP, is a scalar approximation which keeps the structure of the ab initio nonrelativistic calculations, both at the SCF and CI levels. In this approximation, the one-electron contribution to the valence Hamiltonian of atom I is ͑in Hartree units͒
Its components are the following:
͑1͒ The Coulomb core model potential,
where the parameters ͕A k I ,␣ k I ͖ are determined through least-squares fitting to the genuine core Coulomb operator ͑including Ϫ Z core I /r i ͒ corresponding to the CowanGriffin core orbitals obtained from Eq. ͑5͒. ͑2͒ The core exchange model potential plus the relativistic mass-velocity and Darwin model potentials, which are the spectral representation of the genuine operators on the primitive basis set of atom I,
where ⍀ is the projection operator of the space defined by the nonorthogonal basis set ͕͉alm;I͖͘, of spherical primitive Gaussian-type functions of atom I, 
͉i͘ and ͉ j͘ being elements of the set ͕͉alm;I͖͘. This operators within an lm-block only include the outermost V MV,nl and V DW,nl operators ͓Eq. ͑3͔͒ of that block. If more than one atomic orbital with the same value of l is to be included in the valence of a given atom, then
), but this is not the case in any of the calculations presented in this paper. This prescription, together with the angular projection of Eq. ͑12͒, guarantees that, say, V MV,nl I does not act on atomic orbitals of atom I other than nl. ͑3͒ The core projection operator,
where ⑀ c I and c I are the core orbital energies and functions of atom I obtained in the atomic Cowan-GriffinHartree-Fock calculation, Eq. ͑5͒. For simplicity, in Eq. ͑17͒ orthonormal analytical Gaussian orbitals are used which result from maximizing the overlap with the original numerical core orbitals.
Within the CG-AIMP approximation, the basis set for the valence of atom I is optimized by minimization of its valence total energy, following the same methods applied to the optimization of all-electron atomic basis sets. 39, 40 Along this optimization, the original V exch I , V MV I , and V DW I operators are used rather than their model potential representations, V exch I,MP , V MV I,MP , and V DW I,MP , since they lead to identical results in atoms. The optimized basis set is stored in libraries, together with the core orbitals and orbital energies, the core Coulomb local potential parameters ͓Eq. ͑9͔͒, and the numerical mass-velocity and Darwin potentials of the valence ͓Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͔͒, in order to be used in molecular calculations.
In a CG-AIMP molecular calculation using any standard analytical ab initio method ͑SCF, CASSCF, CI, ACPF, etc.͒ the one electron operator reads
Here, the operators V Coul I,MP ͓Eq. ͑9͔͒ and P I ͓Eq. ͑17͔͒ are used, together with V exch
ϩV DW I,MP ͓Eq. ͑14͔͒ calculated using the whole set of primitives centered on atom I in the molecular calculation. Since the coefficients of the nonlocal representation operators ͓Eq. ͑15͔͒ change when a primitive is added or changed, they are calculated as a part of the input processing of every molecular calculation rather than stored in libraries; its calculation is not at all time consuming.
C. Spin-dependent WB-AIMP method for molecules
The spin-dependent Wood-Boring relativistic version of the AIMP method, which may be called WB-AIMP, results from adding to V CG-AIMP I (i) ͓Eq. ͑8͔͒ a model potential representation of the Wood-Boring one-electron spin-orbit operator ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒.
In this paper, for practical reasons, it is chosen as a spinorbit model potential the operator proposed by Pitzer and Winter, 28 so that
͑19͒
Here, the radial part is
The scaling factor I is set to 1 and the parameters ͕B k
are determined through weighted least-squares fitting to the radial contributions to the numerical Wood-Boring spinorbit operators ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒ with a normalization restriction,
R nl being the numerical atomic Cowan-Griffin-HartreeFock functions, Eq. ͑5͒. After some numerical experimentation, the use of r i 4 as a weight function in a logarithmic mesh was found to be appropriated.
In atomic and molecular WB-AIMP calculations, the valence one-electron operator
is used at the CI level of calculation, 28 which is fed with molecular orbitals obtained in a spin-free relativistic CG-AIMP calculation ͑usually SCF, though not necessarily͒.
In this approximate treatment of the spin-orbit effects in atoms and molecules, in addition to the approximations involved in freezing orbitals and representing operators, there are those of using a one-electron operator for the spin-orbit interactions and taking this operator ad hoc from the atomic Wood-Boring equations. Though not completely theoretically justified, the final form of the spin-orbit operator used is still plausible, since it is somehow related to a mean-field approximation, including an average of most of the twoelectron contribution 36 through the use of the Hartree-Fock potential V(r) ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒. Consequently, the atomic scaling factor I is included, in an attempt to partially overcome the above approximations by using it as an empirical parameter. An empirical value for I can be obtained by making the WB-AIMP atomic spin-orbit splittings to be close to the experimental ones. Values of I close to 1 must be expected, and, as a matter of fact, this is what is found in the atoms studied in this paper ͑Sec. III͒. One should notice, however, that the size of the spin-orbit splittings are very often coupled to electron correlation effects and the values of can be affected by a deficient treatment of the correlation. Since this kind of parametrization of I rely only on the availability of experimental atomic spectra, it is expected that values for almost all atoms can be found.
III. ATOMIC CALCULATIONS
CG-AIMP's and valence basis sets are already available for halogen atoms F-I ͑Ref. 14͒ and sixth row elements Tl-Rn. 23 The corresponding spin-orbit radial operators ͓Eq. ͑20͔͒ have been obtained here and are available from the author upon request; as a showcase, the one of Tl is shown in Table I . They include more terms and much higher exponents than usual pseudopotential spin-orbit operators ͑see, for instance, Ref. 9͒ as a result of requiring an accurate reproduction of the Wood-Boring radial spin-orbit operators ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒.
Using the valence basis sets and spin-orbit operators comented above, the calculated spin-orbit coupling constants show typical errors of 10% respect to the ones calculated with the numerical atomic orbitals and spin-orbit operators. In order to improve this, the spin-orbit corrected valence basis sets are defined in such a way that they are still optimal for representing bonding properties ͑outermost parts͒ In Table II , the SO-corrected basis set for Tl is shown together with the original one and some atomic properties which can be compared with the numerical results. We can see that the change in the orbitals is minimal, producing only a very small loss of valence total energy, and insignificant changes in all properties except for the expected value of r Ϫ3 which is noticeably improved, although its original value was already acceptable. In this way, it is expected that the use of SO-corrected basis sets in atomic and molecular calculations will leave essentially unaffected all properties except those related to spin-orbit splittings. SO-corrected basis sets have been obtained for all the atoms studied here and are available from the author.
Using the CG-AIMP original and SO-corrected basis sets and the spin-orbit operators, SCF and CI calculations have been performed on a series of states of the neutral atoms and singly ionized ions of the halogen elements F-I and sixth row elements Tl-Rn. The core definitions and valence basis set patterns are presented in Table III . All the atoms 43 and COLUMBUS suite of programs. 44 Tables IV and V show the results of the excitation energies calculated at the double group CI level, 28 correlating the outermost s and p electrons, including all single and double excitations from the corresponding p n complete-active-space multireference, CIDBG͑SD͒. Generally speaking, the spinorbit splittings obtained with the original basis sets are within a 10% error with the experiments, and this is improved by the use of the SO-corrected basis sets, in what is our strictly ab initio calculation ͑ϭ1͒. Fluorine is an exception to these comments, in consistency with a larger relative weight of the two-electron spin-orbit terms not included in a mean-field approximation. 36 ͓Eq. ͑20͔͒ was used as an empirical parameter to further improve the agreement with the experiments. It is remarkable that all the values of recommended in Tables IV and V are very close to 1. Values other than the ones suggested ͑in parentheses,͒ but similar to them, could also be acceptable. The comparison of spin-orbit splittings and transition energies with those available in the literature for the cases under study reveal that, in these cases, the precision attainable by the use of the WB-AIMP spinorbit operators ͑with ϭ1͒ and by the use, in pseudopotential calculations, of spin-orbit operators obtained from the large or from fitting all-electron spin-orbit splittings, 9 is overall in the same order of magnitude. Table VI presents the ionization potentials calculated with spin-orbit and correlation effects included through the WB-AIMP Hamiltonian and the same CIDBG͑SD͒ wave function used for the excitation energies, as well as with the spin-free CG-AIMP SCF method. The use of the SOcorrected basis sets leaves essentially unchanged this property, both at the SCF and CI levels, and the same is true for the use of the empirical parameter ; the differences shown at the CI level are due to effects of the basis set and the parameter on the spin-orbit splittings of the atom and ion. The final values of the ionization potentials compare favor- ͒. Column labels A and B stand, respectively, for calculations using the original and the spin-orbit corrected basis sets. Numbers in parentheses correspond to neglecting the spin-orbit operator. ably with the experiments both in absolute values and in tendencies.
IV. MOLECULAR CALCULATIONS
In this section, the results of calculations on the lowest states of hydrogen halides, their singly charged cations, and the sixth row element hydrides are presented. The basis set for H ͑Table III͒ corresponds to Ref. 46 ; the basis sets for the rest of the atoms is the same as in the atomic calculations. Bond lengths ͑Table VII͒, vibrational frequencies ͑Table VIII͒, dissociation energies ͑Table IX͒, and adiabatic ionization potentials ͑hydrogen halides, Table X͒, have been calculated with the spin-free CG-AIMP method at the SCF level, and with spin-orbit effects included through the WB-AIMP method, using a CI wave function which includes all single and double excitations from the two and two orbitals with main character s and p, from the n multireference, using the double group CI formalism, 28 WB-AIMP CIDBG͑SD͒; the molecular orbitals were the CG-AIMP SCF ones. Adiabatic spin-orbit splittings calculated with the last method are presented as well in Table XI . Both the original basis sets and the spin-orbit corrected basis sets have been used. In the WB-AIMP CIDBG͑SD͒ calculations with the original basis sets, the spin-orbit effects have been estimated by switching off the spin-orbit operators ͑ϭ0͒; the corresponding results appear in parentheses. In the WB-AIMP CIDBG͑SD͒ calculations with the spin-orbit corrected basis sets, results using the values of obtained empirically for the atoms are presented, together with those in which no empirical information is used ͑ϭ1͒.
One observes, firstly, that the use of the spin-orbit corrected basis set and of the empirical spin-orbit scaling parameter does not affect the molecular bonding properties and exclusively changes the spin-orbit splittings. The effects seen on the WB-AIMP dissociation energies and ionization potentials are indirect, due to their influence on the atomic and molecular spin-orbit splittings.
The overall results of the WB-AIMP CIDBG͑SD͒ calculations using the spin-orbit corrected basis sets and the empirical values of show a reasonable agreement with the experiments, both in absolute values and ͑especially͒ in tendencies, with differences which are a logical consequence of the approximations involved in the calculation, mainly frozen core, representation of operators, one-electron ad hoc spin-orbit operator, and a limited CI expansion. Bond distances agree within expected margins, the errors ͑systemati-cally positive, except for HF, HF ϩ ͒ being smaller for the lighter elements. The same is true for the vibrational frequencies, though here the discrepancies are not systematic. The dissociation energies are also acceptable; the agreement with the experimental values is more or less the same for all the molecules under study, and one may remark the results of the differential dissociation energies of the set of hydrogen halides ͑both neutral and first cations,͒ where the spin-orbit effects correct the order of HBr-HBr ϩ and HI-HI ϩ , and quantitatively improve the differences between molecules. The adiabatic ionization potentials of the hydrogen halides are acceptable as well, smaller than the experimental values by 0.5 eV for all molecules except HF.
The spin-orbit effects estimated with the WB-AIMP calculation on bond lengths and vibrational frequencies are insignificant for the halides down to iodine, as expected. They are significant only for the molecules involving sixth row elements. The effects on the dissociation energies, mainly a result of the different atomic and molecular spin-orbit splittings, grow down the Periodic Table, becoming very important in the ⌸ states of the sixth row hydrides; the molecular reduction of the spin-orbit splitting results in smaller dissociation energies. The spin-orbit splitting of the 2 ⌸ ground state of the hydrogen halide cations HX ϩ results in a reduction of the HX ionization potentials.
The molecular spin-orbit splittings are presented in Table XI . The spin-orbit correction on the basis set ͑column B, ϭ1͒, which has been designed only to make the WB-AIMP wave functions closer to the numerical theoretical reference in the very innermost part, does not necessarily bring the molecular splittings closer to the experiments, as is clear in BiH, this meaning that, in individual cases, fortunate cancellation of errors can go parallel to a slightly poorer description of the innermost parts of the wave function. Comparison of our ab initio ͑column B, ϭ1͒ results with pseudopotential calculations in the literature, 48 -53 may lead to the conclusion, as was the case for the atoms, that the precision attainable in the spin-orbit splittings is, in overall, similar. The use of the atomic empirical values of does certainly bring the molecular splittings closer to the experiments. This effect of can be regarded as a measure of the non-mean-field twoelectron spin-orbit contribution, though the empirical values obviously correct for other limitations of the method as well, in particular for eventual insufficient descriptions of the coupling between electron correlation effects and spin-orbit effects.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an extension of the relativistic spin-free Cowan-Griffin based core ab initio model potential method 13 is presented in order to handle spin-orbit effects in atomic and molecular valence electron calculations. The spin-orbit operators, which are included in the calculations at the CI stage, are one-electron operators representing the ones proposed by Wood and Boring for atoms. 31 The calculations on neutral and singly ionized atoms and monohydrides of group VIIA elements and sixth row p-elements are very satisfactory, since the absolute results and their tendencies fall within the margins demandable to an effective core potential method. In particular, the spin-orbit splittings are very reasonable.
